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Recap: Reed-Muller codes: definition

• The Reed-Muller codes RM(m, r) come with two parameters,
m, r 2 N, r  m.

• They are n = 2m bits long.

Definition. The binary Reed-Muller code RM(m, r) is defined
as the following set of binary vectors

RM(m, r) := {Eval(f) : f 2 Z2[x1, x2, .., xm],deg(f)  r}.



The Theorem of Ax

Theorem (Ax, 1968). In the r-th order Reed-Muller code RM(m, r),
the weight of every codeword is a multiple of 2dm/re�1.

Grand Canyon on Mars/ Mariner 9/ 1972/ RM(5,1)/ Nasa-JPL



Recap: Duality

The dual code C? of a linear code C is

C? = {x 2 Zn
2| (x, c) = 0, 8c 2 C},

with (x, c) :=
P

i xici mod 2.

Theorem. RM(m, r)? = RM(m,m� r � 1).

We can see this from the Theorem of Ax:

If x 2 RM(m, r) and y 2 RM(m, s) then x · y 2 RM(m, r + s).



Recap: Puncturing

• Puncturing is deleting a coordinate of the code.

• The punctured Reed-Muller codes RM⇤(m, r) have the zeroth
coordinate deleted.

Example: RM⇤(3,1)
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Recap: CSS codes based on Reed-Muller codes

L0 = Eval⇤[1],

L1 = {Eval⇤[x1],Eval⇤[x2], ..,Eval⇤[xm]},

L2 = {Eval⇤[x1x2],Eval⇤[x1x3], ..,Eval⇤[xm�1xm]},
.
.

Orthogonality:

• Lr ⇢ L?
s , for all r  m� s� 1, and r > 0 or s > 0.

• L0 6⇢ L?
0 .



Recap: CSS codes based on Reed-Muller codes
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Recap: Transversality

The 15-qubit Reed Muller code has a transversal T gate!

T := e�i⇡/8Z / diag(1, ei⇡/4).

T⌦15 |0i =

T⌦15 |1i =
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Recap: Transversality

The 15-qubit Reed Muller code has a transversal T gate!

T := diag(1, ei⇡/4) / e�i⇡/8Z.
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Recap: Transversality

For the 15-qubit Reed-Muller code the following encoded gates are transversal
and unitarily implemented

• CNOT

• cPhase: ⇤(Z)c,t = |0ih0|⌦ It + |1ih1|⌦ Zt.

• T = diag(1, ei⇡/4)

Furthermore,

• Hadamard implemented transversally using measurement.

Not in conflict with

Theorem. (Eastin-Knill) For any non-trivial local-error-detecting quantum

code, the set of logical unitary product operators is not universal.



What more to wish for?
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Magic state distillation

[S. Bravyi, A. Kitaev, Universal Quantum Computation with ideal Cli↵ord

gates and noisy ancillas, Phys. Rev. A 71, 022316 (2005).]



What magic state distillation does

Use 15 noisy copies of |T i to make one higher-quality copy.
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Setting (for now)

*itll Cliffordgates perfect

* Noisy IT) only sourceof
error.



Some notation
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Preparation by twirling
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Preparation by twirling



Core protocol

1. Measure the Z-part of the stabilizer �! ⇧Z,Syz.

2. Find x 2 Z15
2 such that A[x]⇧Z,Syz = ⇧Z,0A[x].

3. Perform the correction operation A[x].

4. Measure the X-part of the stabilizer �! ⇧Z,Syx.

5. If Syx 6= 0 then stop and start over; otherwise continue

6. Apply the RM15 decoder, and a subsequent S-gate on the
bare logical qubit.
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How the protocol works

First, consider the protocol in the absence of error.
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How the protocol works

First, consider the protocol in the absence of error.
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How the protocol works

First, consider the protocol in the absence of error.
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How the protocol works

First, consider the protocol in the absence of error.
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How the protocol works

First, consider the protocol in the absence of error.
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How the protocol works

First, consider the protocol in the absence of error.
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How the protocol works

First, consider the protocol in the absence of error.
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How the protocol works

Now consider the protocol in the presence of error.

Recall that due to twirling, the remaining local channel is

(1� ✏)[I] + ✏[Z].

Error remaining after X-stabilizer measurement is 35✏3.
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How the protocol works

• Error remaining after X-stabilizer measurement is ✏0 ⇡ 35 ✏3.

• The error threshold is ✏0 ⇡ 0.141..
-

€



What the protocol gains

• T -gate no longer the most susceptible to error. Weakest link
strengthened.

• Scaling of operational cost of error correction reduced:
S̃ / S log�(S).

– RM code in error-correction mode: � = log2 15 ⇡ 3.91.

– RM code in error-detection mode: � = log3 15 ⇡ 2.47.
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